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ANNABRANCH F JAMALLY
RIVERSLEA F VALLEYVIEW

11AM WANDOAN SHOWGROUNDS

ALL SALE BULLS   Vaccinated: 7-in-1, Lepto, Vibrio, 3 Day, 3 Germ,  
Pestivirus tested negative, semen tested, scanned & weighed prior to sale

Classifier Approved • Freight Rebates Apply

Bulls available for inspection 
from 12 noon Sunday, 20th September
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Monday 21st September 2020
11AM   WANDOAN SHOWGROUNDS

26 ‘S’ Bulls
17 Commercial Purebred Bulls

80% (P) & (PS)

FREE DELIVERY
to Roma, St George, Meandarra, Goondiwindi, Theodore, 
Taroom, Moura, Dalby, Eidsvold, Warwick, Toowoomba, 

Wandoan and local areas

Wandoan
Joe Keppel  0427 274 299 

Dane Pearce  0439 917 428

Stud Stock
Colby Ede  0417 265 980

Taroom
Tony Pearce 0459 632 443 
Jay Pearce 0427 024 581

www.auctionsplus.com.au

 

Ph: 0488 108 768
E: sales@taroomweldingworx.com.au

1 Rigby St, Taroom

• Fabrications & Repairs

• On Site Repairs & Maintenance

• Steel Sales

• Servicing Taroom & Surrounding areas
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SALE BULL SELECTION
All bulls offered at this sale have been inspected and selected 
by a Breed Society classifier.  Please note all herd bulls are also 
Breed Society Classifier Approved.

BREEDING SOUNDNESS
All bulls offered for sale will have passed a semen test and 
soundness evaluation by a registered veterinary surgeon and 
a certificate will be available on request.

SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET
Each vendor will have their bulls scanned prior to the sale 
by a certified scanning technician for eye muscle area, rump 
and rib fat, marbling (IMF%).  These results will be available on 
a supplementary sheet available on sale day.  The scanning 
and weighing date for all bulls will be included on the 
supplementary sheet.

HEALTH
All bulls have received the following innoculations prior to 
the sale:
 3 Blooded with 3 Germ 3 Vaccinated 5 in 1 or 7 in 1
 3 Lepto and Vibrio 3 3 Day Sickness
 3 Tested negative for Pestivirus 
 All vendors are a J-BAS score of 6 or higher

DELIVERY
Nutrien are the delivery agents,  
phone Joe Keppel 0427 274 299 or 07 4627 4433.

FREE DELIVERY
Free delivery to Roma, St George, Meandarra, Goondiwindi, 
Theodore, Taroom, Moura, Dalby, Eidsvold, Warwick, 
Toowoomba, Wandoan and local areas at purchasers risk.

FREIGHT REBATE
Buyers from other areas who purchase 5 or more bulls are 
entitled to a freight rebate of $50 per bull which will be paid 
by the settling agent Nutrien.

SALE INFORMATION

TELEPHONE BIDDING
Mobile phones operate successfully at the Wandoan 
Showgrounds.  If you are unable to attend we recommend 
you make arrangements with your agent or sale vendor 
during the sale to place bids.

REFRESHMENTS
Refreshments will be available throughout the day.

COVID-19
All COVID-19 restrictions and necessary protocols will be 
adhered to in the lead up to, and on Sale Day for the safety of 
all attendees.

OUTSIDE AGENTS REBATE
A rebate of 5% is available to agents who nominate buyers 
in writing and BE in the selling agents possession by no later 
than 5pm the day prior to the sale (Sunday, 20th September) 
and settling on their behalf within 7 days of the sale. 

Agents will also need to accompany the buyer to the sale to be 
eligible for the rebate. This will be strictly enforced.

ACCOMMODATION
Bushlander Motel 07 4627 5500
Wandoan Accommodation Park 07 4627 5000
Juandah Hotel Motel 07 4627 4155

DISCLAIMER
All reasonable care has been taken by the vendors to ensure 
that the information provided in this catalogue is correct at 
the time of publication.  However, neither the vendors nor 
the selling agents make any representations for the accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any information provided in this 
catalogue and do not assume any responsibility for the use or 
interpretation of the information included in this catalogue.  
You are encouraged to seek independent verification of any 
information contained in this catalogue before relying on 
such information.
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Go to www.auctionsplus.com.au 
to register at least 48 hours before 
the sale.

Select “Sign Up” in the top right 
hand corner.

Fill in buyer details and once 
completed go back to Dashboard.

Complete buyer induction module 
(approx. 30 minutes).

Log in on sale day and connect to 
auction.

Bid using the two-step process – 
unlock the bid button and bid at 
that price.

AuctionsPlus will email you to let 
you know that your account has 
been approved.

Go to your emails and confirm the 
account.

Return to AuctionsPlus and log in.

Select “Dashboard” and then select 
“Request Approval to Buy”.

If you are successful, the selling 
agent will contact you post sale to 
organise delivery and payment.

Fill out your name, mobile number, 
email address and create a password.

How to Register and Bid on AuctionsPlus

For more information please contact us on:
Phone: (02) 9262 4222

Email: info@auctionsplus.com.au

WWW.TOPX.COM.AU SHOP: 07 4628 6072

PROPERTY SALES

MERHANDISE

STUD STOCK

PRIVATE SALES 

 

JAY PEARCE
0427 024 581

pearcej@topx.com.au

CONTACT THE TEAM TODAY

Local business servicing the Taroom - Wandoan district and 
surrounding areas. TopX Taroom provide professional 
livestock and rural property marketing services as well as 
stocking a great selection of merchandise in the Taroom store.

SALEYARDS

AUCTIONS PLUS

MEATWORKS

FEEDLOTS

TONY PEARCE
0459 632 443

pearce@topx.com.au

LIVESTOCK & PROPERTY

TAROOM
wandoan

37-39 YALDWYN STREET, TAROOM
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JAMALLY 1 - 9 27
Jamie & Allison Becker 26 
“Alkoomie” 
Taroom Qld 4420
P 07 4628 6318    M 0439 526 432

VALLEYVIEW 10 - 18 28 - 34
Trent & Krysta Ciesiolka
164 Ciesiolka Rd, 
Oakey Qld 4401
P 07 4691 5233    M 0429 915 230 

ANNABRANCH 19 - 22 35 - 43
Luke & Carly Baker 
19 Mayes Rd,  
Wandoan Qld 4419 
M 0488 274 955

RIVERSLEA 23 - 25
Alan & Lachlan Martin 
‘Stirling’ 
8182 Gwydir Highway, 
Little Plain NSW 2360 
Alan 0408 571 579 / Lachlan 0407 499 894

‘S’
BULLS

COMMERCIAL
PUREBRED BULLS

VENDORS
Our goal is to assist all clients to maximize 

wealth and achieve the highest  

standard of living possible. 

cheesman applegarth 
accountants 

• Business advice (including income tax and 

GST) 

• Estate and succession planning strategies 

• Business planning strategies 

• Business Valuations 

• Self Managed Superannuation 

• Succession Planning 

• Financial Planning 

Phone David Graham or Jodi Elder now for an 

appointment 

07 4638 1100 

2 Mylne Street, Toowoomba Qld 4350 

www.applegarth.com.au

admin@applegarth.com.au 
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SIRE REFERENCES JAMALLY

MOONGANA MERLIN I2348 (PP)

Represented by Lots – 1, 2, 5, 6 & 9

Merlin was the top priced bull at the 2015 Moongana 
Invitational Sale ($28,000).
We were looking for the complete package and we believe 
that is what we got. He is a dark tropical homozygous poll 
bull with breed character, length and bone with a perfect 
sheath, adequate scrotal size and a good temperament.

ROCKINGHAM L112 (PS)
Represented by Lots – 3, 4, 7 & 8

Rockingham L112 was purchased at the 2017 Rockingham 
Sale.  L112 is a neat sheathed, dark coated poll scur bull who 
displays extra bone and thickness which is evident in his 
progeny. 

WIGHTFIELDS LAMBORGHINI (PS)
Represented by Lots – 26 & 27

Lamborghini was purchased at the 2016 Wandoan Santa 
Gertrudis Bull Sale. 
He was purchased for his overall soundness, dark coat, 
neat sheath and quiet temperament. He is always in good 
condition and has been an avid calf getter.

SIRE REFERENCES
HARDIGREEN PARK PHOENIX G154 (P)

Represented by Lots – 14, 16, 17 & 33

VALLEYVIEW

Phoenix was purchased at the 2013 Santa Central Bull Sale  
for $15,000. He placed 4th in his class at the 2013 at the  
Royal Brisbane Show in the 24 – 30 month class. He has a 
tropical coat, good sheath and testicles with good muscle 
and strong polled head.

HALLCRAIG LEADER (PP)
Represented by Lots – 10, 13, 15, 18, 30 & 34

Leader was purchased at the 2017 Big S Sale.  He was purchased 
for his overall soundness, sire appeal, loose skin, good bone and 
great temperament.  These are his first sons to be sold his year.

WAVEHILL LONESTAR L22 (P)
Represented by Lot 12

Lonestar was purchased at the 2017 Santa Central Sale.  He was 
chosen for his good breed character, perfect sheath, length and 
bone.  Lonestar weighed 1029kg and had an EMA of 143cm.
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SIRE REFERENCES ANNABRANCH

ROSEVALE L566
Represented by Lot 20

Rosevale L566 has been a great sire for Annabranch.   
Passing on his tremendous thickness, strong hindquarter  
and easy doing ability to his progeny.

BULLAMAKINKA J22
Represented by Lots 19, 36, 37 & 41

When we brought J22 we were looking to put some extra 
length and bone into our herd and that’s exactly what he has 
done.  He has bred some beautiful lines of heifers for us which 
we are using to grade up into the stud herd.

Proudly supporting the
Wandoan Santa Bull Sale

Contact 
Ryan Baddock
0419 582 817

SIRE REFERENCES RIVERSLEA

RIVERSLEA MONTO (P)
Represented by Lot 24

Riverslea Monto is a home bred bull that was shown as a 
young bull with huge success.  He is out of one of our  
leading females who was also put around the show circuit.   
A dark poll bull full of sire appeal, muscle as well as an 
amazing temperament.

RIVERSLEA LEGEND (P)
Represented by Lot 23

Legend is the complete package.  Dark, sleek, coat, 
great growth for age, muscle to burn and a top notch 
temperament.  He is very stylish and all class, with a classic 
Santa head.  Legend is one of the most exciting sons of 
Dangarfield Universe (PS).  Legend is out of the successful 
and fertile Riverslea Honey (P).  Riverslea Legend (P) sold for 
$25,000 to Ryalsea Santa Gertrudis Stud Ballarat Vic at our 
2018 Riverslea Bull and Breeder Sale.
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‘S’ BULLS

1 JAMALLY QUICKSILVER Q3 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 21/08/2018DOB:JAM19MQ3 

Q3 

PURCHASER: $

  WACO PAXTON (P)
 NARGANOO PROTOCOL 278 (P)
  NARGANOO PATRICIA 42 (AI)
S.  MOONGANA I2348 (P)
  MOONGANA XPEDITE (P)
 MOONGANA A1387 (P)
  MOONGANA W496

  YARRAWONGA MATRIX (P)
 YARRAWONGA VOLVO
  YARRAWONGA U235
D.  JAMALLY KIKI K1
  STRATHMORE X96
 JAMALLY DORA
  SANTA PARK A148 (P)

Quicksilver is a bull for the bullock breeder.  
A big long bull with good feet and a naturally placid nature. 
His full brother Pheonix topped the sale last year.  
His dam has had five calves in five years and is PTIC.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
2 JAMALLY OUTLAW Q10 (PS)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 10/09/2018DOB:JAM19MQ10 

Q10  

PURCHASER: $

  WACO PAXTON (P)
 NARGANOO PROTOCOL 278 (P)
  NARGANOO PATRICIA 42 (AI)
S.  MOONGANA I2348 (P)
  MOONGANA XPEDITE (P)
 MOONGANA A1387 (P)
  MOONGANA W496

  YARRAWONGA MATRIX (P)
 YARRAWONGA VOLVO
  YARRAWONGA U235
D.  JAMALLY HARRIET H3

 DANGARFIELD 5482 (P)
  DANGARFIELD 3706

Top bull here - slick coat, reproductively tidy, with good 
feet and legs, as long as a Blackwater coal train with plenty 
of leg under him. Possibly  the best weight for age bull we 
have bred considering the seasons. His dam Harriet is highly 
regarded in our herd. She has had seven bull calves in seven 
years all classifying to date and is PTIC.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
25mths 24mths
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3 JAMALLY OPTIMUS PRIME Q34 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 02/09/2018DOB:JAM19MQ34 

Q34  

PURCHASER: $

  WACO VOLUME (P)
 GOOLAGONG G034 (PS)
  GOOLAGONG B75
S.  ROCKINGHAM L112 (PS)
  FOREST PARK 6497 (P)
 ROCKINGHAM F129
  ROCKINGHAM B43 (P)

  CANOWINDRA FINE FORM (PS)
 YARRAWONGA ALDO F200 (PS)
  YARRAWONGA A353
D.  JAMALLY LIZZY L11
  ROSEVALE NED A738 (P)
 JAMALLY EMILY
  GYRANDA A325 (P)

A real humdinger. Heavy weight, bullock breeders have a 
look here. A poll bull with a good sheath and topline with 
loads of muscle, bone and finish - a perfect combination. 
Out of one of our best cow lines, his dam has had three 
calves in four years due to a bull failure and is PTIC.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
4 JAMALLY QANTAS Q32

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 21/08/2018DOB:JAM19MQ32 

Q32  

PURCHASER: $

  WACO VOLUME (P)
 GOOLAGONG G034 (PS)
  GOOLAGONG B75
S.  ROCKINGHAM L112 (PS)
  FOREST PARK 6497 (P)
 ROCKINGHAM F129
  ROCKINGHAM B43 (P)

  YARRAWONGA VOLVO
 JAMALLY GOLIATH G5 (PS)
  GYRANDA A325 (P)
D.  JAMALLY K3737

 MULTIPLE DAM

Qantas is an upstanding young horned bull who stands 
on good bone with plenty of meat. His dam is part of our 
graded up herd and has calved every year since calving as a 
two year old and is PTIC.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
24mths 25mths
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5 JAMALLY QUENTIN Q6 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 26/08/2018DOB:JAM19MQ6 

Q6  

PURCHASER: $

  WACO PAXTON (P)
 NARGANOO PROTOCOL 278 (P)
  NARGANOO PATRICIA 42 (AI)
S.  MOONGANA I2348 (P)
  MOONGANA XPEDITE (P)
 MOONGANA A1387 (P)
  MOONGANA W496

  YARRAWONGA MATRIX (P)
 YARRAWONGA VOLVO
  YARRAWONGA U235
D.  JAMALLY FLICK F9

 DANGARFIELD 5482 (P)
  DANGARFIELD 3706

Similarly bred to Q10 - some of our most consistent 
genetics for fertility, growth and type. A hard bull to fault and 
with a superb temperament.  His dam has had nine calves in 
nine years, we think a fair bit of this cow.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
6 JAMALLY QUATRO Q19 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 05/10/2018DOB:JAM19MQ19 

Q19  

PURCHASER: $

  WACO PAXTON (P)
 NARGANOO PROTOCOL 278 (P)
  NARGANOO PATRICIA 42 (AI)
S.  MOONGANA I2348 (P)
  MOONGANA XPEDITE (P)
 MOONGANA A1387 (P)
  MOONGANA W496

 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  JAMALLY M4249

 MULTIPLE DAM

Quatro is a stylish poll bull who is structurally and 
reproductively sound. His dam has had three calves in three 
years and is PTIC. Homozygous poll.

HP

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
24mths 23mths
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7 JAMALLY OLIVER Q42 (P)

  WACO VOLUME (P)
 GOOLAGONG G034 (PS)
  GOOLAGONG B75
S.  ROCKINGHAM L112 (PS)
  FOREST PARK 6497 (P)
 ROCKINGHAM F129
  ROCKINGHAM B43 (P)

 
 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  JAMALLY M4129

 MULTIPLE DAM

PURCHASER: $

An easy doing efficient type of poll bull with a neat sheath 
and fine coat. His dam has had three calves in three years 
and is PTIC. Homozygous poll.

‘S’ BULL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: JAM19MQ42

23mths
DOB: 26/09/2018

Q42

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

8 JAMALLY QUEST Q33 (P)

  WACO VOLUME (P)
 GOOLAGONG G034 (PS)
  GOOLAGONG B75
S.  ROCKINGHAM L112 (PS)
  FOREST PARK 6497 (P)
 ROCKINGHAM F129
  ROCKINGHAM B43 (P)

 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  JAMALLY M4141

 MULTIPLE DAM

PURCHASER: $

A nice dark poll bull with a clean coat. Get behind this bull 
and admire his width. His dam has had three calves in three 
years and is PTIC.

‘S’ BULL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: JAM19MQ33 

24mths
DOB: 22/08/2018

Q33

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

9 JAMALLY QUARTERBACK Q12 (P)

  WACO PAXTON (P)
 NARGANOO PROTOCOL 278 (P)
  NARGANOO PATRICIA 42 (AI)
S.  MOONGANA I2348 (P)
  MOONGANA XPEDITE (P)
 MOONGANA A1387 (P)
  MOONGANA W496

  HARDIGREEN PARK LEGEND
 DANGARFIELD VERSE V027
  DANGARFIELD 6602
D.  JAMALLY MILDRED M18
  YARRAWONGA ALDO F200 (PS)
 JAMALLY KIRSTEN K19 (P)
  JAMALLY GIGI G14

PURCHASER: $

Quarterback is a quiet achiever who has done well since 
hitting the oats. Dam has had three calves in three years  
and is PTIC.

‘S’ BULL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: JAM19MQ12 

24mths
DOB: 12/09/2018

Q12

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

HP
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10 VALLEYVIEW PEARCE 1630 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 20/09/2018DOB:VAL19M1630 

1630 

PURCHASER: $

 TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 ROSEVALE CONVICT C36
  ROSEVALE HAIDEE Y666
S.  HALLCRAIG LEADER L15 (P)
  KULOOMBA 97 (P)
 KAMAWA WAVE F22 (P)
   KAMAWA WAVE (P)

  WAVE HILL LORD (P)
 WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
  NORMANBY 95/134
D.  VALLEYVIEW JADE (P)
  BIG SUR ATTICUS (AI)(P)
 VALLEYVIEW 945 (P)
  VALLEYVIEW 745

Pearce is a strong polled bull, with a neat sheath, good 
length and plenty of width across his topline from front  
to back. Dam is one of our top breeders in our herd.  
At 14yr of age and calved every year since a 2yr old.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
11 VALLEYVIEW PESTO 1638 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 29/11/2018DOB:VAL19M1638 

1638 

PURCHASER: $

   WAVE HILL LORD (P)
 WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
  NORMANBY 95/134
S.  VALLEYVIEW GARTH (P)
  BROOKSIDE MEMPHIS (P)
 JIMLYN PARK XCITE (P)
  JIMLYN PARK ERIN

  WARENDA REQUIRE (PS)
 WARENDA C568 (P)
  WARENDA R143 (AI)
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1491 (P)
  ROSEVALE RIPON Y239
 VALLEYVIEW 1101
  SCOTLEA 449

Pesto has great breed character, good muscle and topline.  
Standing on good bone.  He has a good sirey outlook and 
his temperament is faultless.  He is Dams third calf with all 
classifying.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
24mths 21mths
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12 VALLEYVIEW REDBULL 1652 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 27/01/2019DOB:VAL19M1652 

1652 

PURCHASER: $

 WARENDA REQUIRE (PS)
 WARENDA CHARLTON (PS)
  WARENDA R121
S.  WAVE HILL LONESTAR L22 (P)
  KENDARA WATCHMAN (P)
 WAVE HILL C823 (P)
  WAVE HILL Z111 (P)

  WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
 VALLEYVIEW GARTH (P)
  JIMLYN PARK XCITE (P)
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1507 (P)
  DRENSMAINE TANAMI (P)
 RAYTEK G10
  RAYTEK D38

Redbull is a dark coated poll bull. Plenty of muscle a tidy 
sheath, standing on good bone and plenty of looseness in 
his skin.  Would make a top young sire in any herd.   
His dam has produced 3 calves in 3 years, and is turning out  
to be a top cow in our herd.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
13 VALLEYVIEW PORTER 1631

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 22/10/2018DOB:VAL19M1631 

1631  

PURCHASER: $

  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 ROSEVALE CONVICT C36
  ROSEVALE HAIDEE Y666
S.  HALLCRAIG LEADER L15 (P)
  KULOOMBA 97 (P)
 KAMAWA WAVE F22 (P)
  KAMAWA WAVE (P)

  WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
 VALLEYVIEW GARTH (P)
  JIMLYN PARK XCITE (P)
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1528 (P)
  WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
 VALLEYVIEW 1251 (P)
  VALLEYVIEW 901 (P)

Porter has excellent temperament and has plenty breed 
character and lots of loose skin. Is a deep bodied horned 
bull with plenty of length and a tidy sheath.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
19mths 22mths
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14 VALLEYVIEW PACE 1621 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 08/08/2018 DOB:VAL19M1621 

1621

PURCHASER: $

   WAVE HILL Z31 (AI)(P)
 GRALYN DEFENDER (P)
  GRALYN W43 (P)
S.  HARDIGREEN PARK PHOENIX G154 (P)
  KELLY WALLAH DOLICUS Y62 (P)
 HARDIGREEN PARK B883 (P)
  HARDIGREEN PARK B411

  WAVE HILL LORD (P)
 WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
  NORMANBY 95/134
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1280 (P)
  VALLEYVIEW MR POLL (P)
 VALLEYVIEW 901 (P)
  CIRCLE 8 723 (ET)

Pace is a lighter coated cleaned skinned poll bull with  
a tidy sheath good topline and a quiet temperament.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
15 VALLEYVIEW PUNCH 1649 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 25/11/2018DOB:VAL19M1649 

1649 

PURCHASER: $

   TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 ROSEVALE CONVICT C36
  ROSEVALE HAIDEE Y666
S.  HALLCRAIG LEADER L15 (P)
  KULOOMBA 97 (P)
 KAMAWA WAVE F22 (P)
  KAMAWA WAVE (P)

  SWAN HILL ENTEBBE
 BIG SUR BJ99
  BIG SUR BD58
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1310 (P)
  WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
 VALLEYVIEW 1148 (P)
  VALLEYVIEW 1007

Punch is a good young sire with a good strong topline. 
Standing on plenty of meat and bone with a tidy sheath  
and great temperament.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
25mths 21mths
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17 VALLEYVIEW PETER 1623

 WAVE HILL Z31 (AI)(P)
 GRALYN DEFENDER (P)
  GRALYN W43 (P)
S.  HARDIGREEN PARK PHOENIX G154 (P)
  KELLY WALLAH DOLICUS Y62 (P)
 HARDIGREEN PARK B883 (P)
  HARDIGREEN PARK B411

  WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
 VALLEYVIEW GARTH (P)
  JIMLYN PARK XCITE (P)
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1526 (P)
  WARENDA C568 (P)
 VALLEYVIEW 1449 (P)
  VALLEYVIEW JILLY 1134 (P)

PURCHASER: $

Peter is a very strong horned bull, standing on some good 
bone with a tidy sheath and great temperament.   
Strong topline.

‘S’ BULL

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: VAL19M1623 

25mths
DOB: 15/08/2018

1623

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

Baker Construction and Concreting is a local business  
operating around the Wandoan district servicing the  
South West and South East regions of Queensland.

BCC now has your earthmoving  
and gravel carting needs covered.

Luke 0488 274 955   e: bakerconstruction@bigpond.com

16 VALLEYVIEW PACKER  1629 (PS)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 10/09/2018DOB:VAL19M1629 

1629 

PURCHASER: $

   WAVE HILL Z31 (AI)(P)
 GRALYN DEFENDER (P)
  GRALYN W43 (P)
S.  HARDIGREEN PARK PHOENIX G154 (P)
  KELLY WALLAH DOLICUS Y62 (P)
 HARDIGREEN PARK B883 (P)
  HARDIGREEN PARK B411

  WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
 VALLEYVIEW GARTH (P)
  JIMLYN PARK XCITE (P)
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1477 (P)
  ESSGEE PLAINS 120 (ET)(AI)(P)
 ESSGEE PLAINS ZED (P)
  ESSGEE PLAINS 237 (AI)(P)

Packer is a large framed poll scurred  bull standing on good 
bone, large testicles and a good topline would breed some 
good bullocks.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
24mths
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18 VALLEYVIEW PERRY 1642 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 17/12/2018DOB:VAL19M1642 

1642 

PURCHASER: $

   TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 ROSEVALE CONVICT C36
  ROSEVALE HAIDEE Y666
S.  HALLCRAIG LEADER L15 (P)
  KULOOMBA 97 (P)
 KAMAWA WAVE F22 (P)
  KAMAWA WAVE (P)

  WARENDA REQUIRE (PS)
 WARENDA C568 (P)
  WARENDA R143 (AI)
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1450 (P)
  ABERDEEN DARWIN (PS)
 WARENDA M43
  WARENDA F9

Perry is a good young polled bull with plenty of length.  
Standing on good bone and has a great temperament.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
19 ANNABRANCH PAULO P50

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 24/08/2018DOB:ANB18MP50 

P50  

PURCHASER: $

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P)
 WARENDA SENTRY (P)
  WARENDA IZA
S.  BULLAMAKINKA J22 (P)
  SWAN HILL DYNASTY (PS)
 MARSTON C263
  

 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  ANNABRANCH 5076 (P)

 MULTIPLE DAM

Paulo a long deep dark smooth coated bull, his dam is  
part of our graded up herd and has 3 calves in 3 years  
and is PTIC.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
21mths 24mths
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20 ANNABRANCH PETRO P8 (PS)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 26/08/2018DOB:ANB18MP8 

P8  

PURCHASER: $

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE EMPIRE E464
  ROSEVALE BORONIA B63
S.  ROSEVALE EMPIRE L566
  ROSEVALE X-HIBITIONIST V164 (AI)
 ROSEVALE WARATAH B91 (P)
  ROSEVALE WARATAH V193 (P)

 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  ANNABRANCH 4831 (P)

 MULTIPLE DAM

Petro has a beautiful temperament with a lovely dark clean 
coat. His dam has had 3 calves in 3 years and is PTIC.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
21 ANNABRANCH PAPALII P10

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 02/09/2018DOB:ANB18MP10 

P10  

PURCHASER: $

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE EMPIRE E464
  ROSEVALE BORONIA B63
S.  ROSEVALE EMPIRE L566
  ROSEVALE X-HIBITIONIST V164 (AI)
 ROSEVALE WARATAH B91 (P)
  ROSEVALE WARATAH V193 (P)

 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  ANNABRANCH G13

 MULTIPLE DAM

Papalii is packed full of beef with great depth and a great 
hindquarter. His dam has had a calf every year since calving 
as a two year old and is PTIC.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL

24mths 25mths
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22 ANNABRANCH PABLO P40

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE EMPIRE E464
  ROSEVALE BORONIA B63
S.  ROSEVALE EMPIRE L566
  ROSEVALE X-HIBITIONIST V164 (AI)
 ROSEVALE WARATAH B91 (P)
  ROSEVALE WARATAH V193 (P)

 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  ANNABRANCH 4735

 MULTIPLE DAM

PURCHASER: $

Pablo is a thick set bull with a strong topline.  
His dam has had 3 calves in 3 years.

‘S’ BULL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: ANB18MP40 

24mths
DOB: 21/09/2018

P40

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

23 RIVERSLEA NORTHERN STAR (P)

  DANGARFIELD QUARTERBACK (P)
 DANGARFIELD UNIVERSE U028 (PS)
  DANGARFIELD 6496
S.  RIVERSLEA LEGEND L58 (P)
  DIAMOND H MIND READER (P)
 RIVERSLEA HONEY H58 (P)
  KM 58

 2035MULT2016

D.  RIVERSLEA L514 (P)

PURCHASER: $

A rising 3yo bull that oozes with doing ability. Packed full of 
carcass as well as being structurally correct. His sire Riverslea 
Legend (P) sold for $25,000 at the 2017 Riverslea Bull and 
Breeder Sale. In 2018 Riverslea Northern Star (P) placed 3rd  
in his respective class at RBWS.

‘S’ BULL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: RVS17MN16

35mths
DOB: 08/10/2017

N16

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

24 RIVERSLEA PRIME TIME (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 11/08/2018 DOB:RVS18MP58 

P58

PURCHASER: $

   DIAMOND H LANGER (P)
 DIAMOND H OAKLEY O399 (P)
  DIAMOND H KANDY
S.  RIVERSLEA MONTO (P)
  YARRAWONGA ABLE F624 (P)
 RIVERSLEA JACQUELINE J544 (P)
  THE REEFS E44

  DANGARFIELD QUARTERBACK (P)
 DANGARFIELD UNIVERSE U028 (PS)
  DANGARFIELD 6496
D.  RIVERSLEA MILLY (P)
  KAMAWA TEXAS (P)
 MACAIRE H26 (P)
  MACAIRE 902

A very easy doing Performance Bull that is incredibly Quiet, 
out of a homebred retained sire in Riverslea Monto (P) and 
out of Riverslea Millie (P) who placed 1st In her respective 
class at the 2018 Royal Brisbane Show.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
25mths
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25 RIVERSLEA PIRATE (PS)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 31/08/2018DOB:RVS18MP218 

PURCHASER: $

S.  MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  MULTIPLE DAM

A bull with plenty of X-factor, has loads of growth as well as 
having the perfect amount of width and depth, a very stylish 
bull that tracks out well.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
26 JAMALLY QUINCY Q74 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 16/10/2018DOB:JAM19MQ74 

Q74  

PURCHASER: $

  ROWANLEA ATOMIC A02 (P)
 ROSEVALE ATOMIC F430
  ROSEVALE HONEY Y165
S.  WIGHTFIELDS LAMBORGHINI (PS)
  ROSEVALE FRANCESCO Y36 (P)
 WIGHTFIELDS ALICE C2
  WIGHTFIELDS K20

  NARGANOO PROTOCOL 278 (P)
 MOONGANA I2348 (P)
  MOONGANA A1387 (P)
D.  JAMALLY NANIA N16 (P)
  YARRAWONGA ALDO F200 (PS)
 JAMALLY KALLY K6
  JAMALLY FANCY F14

Is the youngest bull in our draft, Quincy is a neat sheathed 
poll bull who is a 2 year old heifers first calf. He would be 
suitable for joining to young heifers. Homozygous poll.

HP

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

‘S’ BULL
24mths 23mthsP218
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Servicing from Taroom to Blackall and beyond. 
 

Dawson Valley Heliworks is a team of experienced pilots 
ready to assist with your mustering needs.  

Call Scott on 0477 818 333 or email 
hawkinspastoral@gmail.com 

 

Scott Hawkins
0477 818 333

Servicing from 
Taroom to Blackall & beyond

Dawson Valley Heliworks is a team 
of experienced pilots ready to assist 

with your mustering needs.

Call Scott on 0477 818 333 
or email 

hawkinspastoral@gmail.com
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COMMERCIAL BULLS

27 JAMALLY QUINTREX Q66 (P)

 ROWANLEA ATOMIC A02 (P)
 ROSEVALE ATOMIC F430
  ROSEVALE HONEY Y165
S.  WIGHTFIELDS LAMBORGHINI (PS)
  ROSEVALE FRANCESCO Y36 (P)
 WIGHTFIELDS ALICE C2
  WIGHTFIELDS K20

D.  JAMALLY NICOLE N67

 MULTIPLE DAM

PURCHASER: $

Quintrex is a quiet compact individual who is a heifers first 
calf. He could be suitable as a heifer bull.

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: JAM19MQ66 

24mths
DOB: 02/09/2018 

Q66

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

28 VALLEYVIEW POSEIDON 1646 (P)

  NUNGAROI UTOPIA (P)
 CANOWINDRA IN THE GROOVE (P)
  CANOWINDRA F43 (P)
S.  WATASANTA JAMES BOND 1808 (P)
  WATASANTA DIZZY LIMIT (P)
 WATASANTA 1323 (P)
  WATASANTA 1095

  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 TOOKEY CREEK NAPOLEON (AI)
  KELLY WALLAH Z65 (P)
D.  TOOKEY CREEK G57 (P)
  TOOKEY CREEK PLATINUM (P)
 TOOKEY CREEK 7494
  TOOKEY CREEK 6552 (AI)

PURCHASER: $

Young polled bull with a sirey outlook, good topline  
and stands on good bone.

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: VAL19M1646 

21mths
DOB: 05/12/2018

1646

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

29 VALLEYVIEW PRINCETON 1639

  WAVE HILL LORD (P)
 WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
  NORMANBY 95/134
S.  VALLEYVIEW GARTH (P)
  BROOKSIDE MEMPHIS (P)
 JIMLYN PARK XCITE (P)
  JIMLYN PARK ERIN

  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 ROSEVALE NODDY Z716 (P)
  ROSEVALE AFRA X21 (P)
D.  RAYTEK E28 (P)
  RAYTEK DJ (P)
 RAYTEK C60 (P)
  RAYTEK Q25 (P)

PURCHASER: $

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: VAL19M1639 

18mths
DOB: 17/03/2019 

1639

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

30 VALLEYVIEW PALMER 1644 (PS)

  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 ROSEVALE CONVICT C36
  ROSEVALE HAIDEE Y666
S.  HALLCRAIG LEADER L15 (P)
  KULOOMBA 97 (P)
 KAMAWA WAVE F22 (P)
  KAMAWA WAVE (P)

  WAVE HILL LORD (P)
 WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
  NORMANBY 95/134
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1343
 ABERDEEN DARWIN (PS)
  WARENDA M43
  WARENDA F9

PURCHASER: $

Palmer is a correct muscley bull with a good topline.

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: VAL19M1644 

21mths
DOB: 10/12/2018

1644

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF
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31 VALLEYVIEW PACHO 1648 (P)

  WAVE HILL LORD (P)
 WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
  NORMANBY 95/134
S.  VALLEYVIEW GARTH (P)
  BROOKSIDE MEMPHIS (P)
 JIMLYN PARK XCITE (P)
  JIMLYN PARK ERIN

  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 ROSEVALE NODDY Z716 (P)
  ROSEVALE AFRA X21 (P)
D.  RAYTEK H48 (P)
  THE LAKES INDIGO I43
 KOLODONG XPRESSION
  FLORANDO YARRUNGA (P)

PURCHASER: $

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: VAL19M1648 

17mths
DOB: 30/03/2019

1648

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

32 VALLEYVIEW PERCY 1641 (PS)

   WAVE HILL LORD (P)
 WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
  NORMANBY 95/134
S.  VALLEYVIEW GARTH (P)
  BROOKSIDE MEMPHIS (P)
 JIMLYN PARK XCITE (P)
  JIMLYN PARK ERIN

  RAYTEK 300 (PS)
 RAYTEK EXTRA (PS)
  RAYTEK JADE (P)
D.  RAYTEK G35 (P)
  ROSEVALE NODDY Z716 (P)
 RAYTEK E2 (P)
  RAYTEK BIMBO (P)

PURCHASER: $

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: VAL19M1641

20mths
DOB: 15/01/2019 

1641

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

33 VALLEYVIEW PAXTON 1624 (PS)

   WAVE HILL Z31 (AI)(P)
 GRALYN DEFENDER (P)
  GRALYN W43 (P)
S.  HARDIGREEN PARK PHOENIX G154 (P)
  KELLY WALLAH DOLICUS Y62 (P)
 HARDIGREEN PARK B883 (P)
  HARDIGREEN PARK B411

  WARENDA REQUIRE (PS)
 WARENDA C568 (P)
  WARENDA R143 (AI)
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1449 (P)
  WATASANTA UPGRADE (P)
 VALLEYVIEW JILLY 1134 (P)
  WARENDA M43

PURCHASER: $

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: VAL19M1624

24mths
DOB:

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

34 VALLEYVIEW PRESTON 1633 (P)

  TYNDALE NODDY (AI)(P)
 ROSEVALE CONVICT C36
  ROSEVALE HAIDEE Y666
S.  HALLCRAIG LEADER L15 (P)
  KULOOMBA 97 (P)
 KAMAWA WAVE F22 (P)
  KAMAWA WAVE (P)

  WARENDA REQUIRE (PS)
 WARENDA C568 (P)
  WARENDA R143 (AI)
D.  VALLEYVIEW 1476 (P)
  MULTIPLE SIRE
 VALLEYVIEW 1313
  FOREST PARK 5624

PURCHASER: $

Well muscled young sire that is early maturing.

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: VAL19M1633

23mths
DOB: 28/09/2018

1633

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

20/09/2018

1624
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36 ANNABRANCH PHOENIX P34 (P)

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P)
 WARENDA SENTRY (P)
  WARENDA IZA
S.  BULLAMAKINKA J22 (P)
  SWAN HILL DYNASTY (PS)
 MARSTON C263

D.  ANNABRANCH 3206

PURCHASER: $

Phoenix is a dark coated poll bull with great length. 

COMMERCIAL 

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: ANB18MP34 

23mths
DOB: 28/09/2018

P34

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

35 ANNABRANCH PRINCE P46 (PS)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 24/08/2018DOB:ANB18MP46 

P46  

PURCHASER: $

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE EMPIRE E464
  ROSEVALE BORONIA B63
S.  ROSEVALE EMPIRE L566
  ROSEVALE X-HIBITIONIST V164 (AI)
 ROSEVALE WARATAH B91 (P)
  ROSEVALE WARATAH V193 (P)

 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  ANNABRANCH 4290

 MULTIPLE DAM

Prince is a large frame growthy bull.  
His dam has had 6 calves in 6 years and is PTIC.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

COMMERCIAL 
24mths
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38 ANNABRANCH PHILLIP P24

  
 MULTIPLE SIRE

S.  YARRAWONGA M714 (PS)
  
 MULTIPLE DAM

D.  ANNABRANCH 3877

PURCHASER: $

Phillip has great length with plenty of depth right through his 
barrell and stands on tremendous bone.

COMMERCIAL

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: ANB18MP24 

24mths
DOB: 09/09/2018 

P24

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

37 ANNABRANCH PATTY P20 (PS)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 26/08/2018DOB:ANB18MP20 

P20  

PURCHASER: $

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P)
 WARENDA SENTRY (P)
  WARENDA IZA
S.  BULLAMAKINKA J22 (P)
  SWAN HILL DYNASTY (PS)
 MARSTON C263

 MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  ANNABRANCH 4290

 MULTIPLE DAM

Patty has great thickness and muscle and shows plenty  
of length.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

COMMERCIAL
24mths
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39 ANNABRANCH PERFECTO P18 (PS)

S.  MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  ANNABRANCH 4486

PURCHASER: $

Perfecto is a well put together bull with a nice slick coat.

COMMERCIAL

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: ANB18MP18

24mths
DOB: 28/08/2018

P18

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

40 ANNABRANCH PRESTON P30 (P)

S.  MULTIPLE SIRE

D.  ANNABRANCH 5394

PURCHASER: $

Preston is a slick coated dark poll bull with a good tidy 
underline and plenty of length.

COMMERCIAL

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: ANB18MP30 

25mths
DOB: 21/08/2018

P30

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

41 ANNABRANCH PEACHY P6 (P)

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: 01/07/2018DOB:ANB18MP6 

P6

PURCHASER: $

  WILGAROON JESTER (AI)(P)
 WARENDA SENTRY (P)
  WARENDA IZA
S.  BULLAMAKINKA J22 (P)
  SWAN HILL DYNASTY (PS)
 MARSTON C263
  

  
  
 
D.  ANNABRANCH R44 

Peachy has a great temperament with a beautiful coat  
and strong hindquarter.

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

COMMERCIAL
26mths
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42 ANNABRANCH PEDRO P14

  COOINDA BULLION
 ROSEVALE EMPIRE E464
  ROSEVALE BORONIA B63
S.  ROSEVALE EMPIRE L566
  ROSEVALE X-HIBITIONIST V164 (AI)
 ROSEVALE WARATAH B91 (P)
  ROSEVALE WARATAH V193 (P)

D.  ANNABRANCH 4553

PURCHASER: $

Pedro has tremendous length with a great hindquarter  
and strong topline. 

COMMERCIAL

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: ANB18MP14 

24mths
DOB: 08/09/2018

P14

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF

43 ANNABRANCH PERCY P198 (PS)

S.  MULTIPLE SIRE

  
 MULTIPLE SIRE
  
D.  ANNABRANCH G43
 
 MULTIPLE DAM

PURCHASER: $

Percy is a lovely soft easy doing bull who is  
a heifers first calf.

COMMERCIAL

Tattoo: Age:
SB No: ANB18MP198

26mths
DOB: 09/07/2018

P198

WT.

ADG

SS

EMA

RIB

RUMP

IMF
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 (d) If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the sale of that animal is cancelled and the animal is 
returned to the vendor or sold on such terms as any buyer and the agent may agree, after the agent has disclosed the reason 
for rejection to that buyer.

 (e) This subclause applies only to cattle which are sold in Queensland at auction for slaughter. The agent has responsibility for 
the prevention of loss or escape (but not death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from the time of the fall of the hammer, for 
delivery to and from the scales, to the buyer’s delivery pen and onto the buyer’s nominated transport. This responsibility ends 
at the earlier of those cattle boarding the buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on the day after the sale. This subclause does 
not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that effect prior to sale.

19. (a) Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby excluded 
from the sale to the extent that the law allows. All lots are open for inspection prior to the commencement of the sale and are 
sold with all faults, if any. No compensation shall be given for any faults, imperfections, errors of description, number in or of 
any lots sold or otherwise.

 (b) Any claim or objection arising out of an error or misdescription in the provision of relevant information in terms of legislation or 
regulation concerning the National Livestock Identification Scheme (NLIS) must be made by 5:00pm on the seventh day after 
the fall of the hammer. No objection, requisition or claim against the vendor or agent in respect of such error or misdescription 
can be made after that time.

 (c) Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in writing or orally to the effect that any female has been 
pregnancy tested or scanned positive shall mean and require only that a certificate in writing shall be supplied to the buyer 
signed by a qualified veterinary surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has been tested or scanned on the 
date specified in the certificate and that in the opinion of the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on that date.

 (d) For slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure that any NLIS cattle device number is 
transferred from the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.

 (e) For other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure that the NLIS information is 
transferred from the saleyard PIC to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.

 (f ) Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived from the National Vendor Declaration (NVD) and/or the 
NLIS/ERP database, the agent will inform the buyers by presale catalogue and/or announce the status prior to the offering of 
those lots.

20. If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its representative before full payment of the Price, then until full 
payment is received, the buyer:

 (a) does not acquire title to the livestock;
 (b) holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;
 (c) must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;
 (d) must store the stock separately or so that they are readily distinguishable from other livestock owned by the buyer;
 (e) is responsible for the safety and well being of the livestock;
 (f ) may make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the livestock. As between the buyer and the subsequent buyer, the 

sale shall be made by the buyer in its own name and not as agent for the vendor, however as between the vendor and buyer, 
the sale shall be made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and

 (g) must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale separately from its other money and hold those proceeds, 
together with the benefits of any rights against subsequent buyers, on trust for the vendor.

21. The purchaser agrees that:
 (a) Clause 20 creates a registrable security interest under the Personal Property Securities Act (Cth) 2009 (PPSA);
 (b) the Purchaser acknowledges the rights of the Seller (and/or the Agent if Clause 25 applies) to register a financing statement 

under the PPSA with respect to the security interest created by this clause;
 (c) the Livestock are collateral for the purposes of the PPSA;
 (d) to the extent permitted, the Purchaser waives any right the Purchaser has under the PPSA to receive notices; and
 (e) the date upon which the security interest created by this clause comes into force is the first date on which livestock are 

delivered pursuant to this contract
22. The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the vendor or its agent under clauses 20 or 21 and indemnifies 

the vendor and its agent against any loss, damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered by the vendor, the agent or 
any person or entity arising from the vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.

23.1. Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor before being paid by the buyer, which the agent is not bound to do. The agent 
is then the del credere agent of the vendor at law.

23.2. The vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the assignments referred to in clause 23.3.
23.3. When this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the agent that arise by operation of the law, the parties agree that, subject to 

clause 23.5 the agent is subrogated to all rights of the vendor under these terms and conditions against the buyer.
23.4. The vendor acknowledges that the agent may take enforcement, repossession or other action to recover any livestock for which the 

buyer has not paid in full, or the Price of such livestock, owing by the buyer under these terms and conditions:
 (a) when this clause does not apply, as agent of the vendor (including by reselling the livestock); and
 (b) when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf exercising the rights of the vendor by subrogation or assignment under these 

terms and conditions (whether in the vendor’s name or not) and, where title to the livestock has not passed to the agent, by selling 
the livestock as agent of the vendor without the agent having to account to the vendor for the proceeds of sale.

23.5. The agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or otherwise dispose of all or any of its rights under these terms and conditions 
and any debts created pursuant to it (including, without limitation, the rights assigned to it under clause 23.3).

23.6. The vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the vendor’s attorney to:
 (a) do at any time and in any manner as the agent thinks fit all acts necessary or desirable to perfect or improve the rights and 

interests afforded, or intended to be afforded, to the agent under these terms and conditions; and
 (b) appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything that the agent may do as the vendor’s attorney.
23.7. These terms and conditions do not render the agent liable to the buyer as vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against the agent 

any right the buyer may have against the vendor or otherwise.
23.8. The buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 23 are intended solely for the benefit of the agent (and its assigns) and 

the vendor. The liabilities and obligations of the buyer will not be in any way affected:
 (a) by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or
 (b) by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of them to comply with the terms of this clause 23.
23.9. The buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or the agent under these terms and conditions without any deduction, 

withholding, set off or counterclaim whatsoever, whether the benefit of a deduction, withholding, set off or counterclaim is alleged 
to exist in favour of the buyer as against the vendor or the agent in any capacity whatsoever or any other person including any 
assignor of the vendor’s or the buyer’s interests under these terms and conditions.

24. (a) The agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor the Price, less such commission as is agreed between the vendor and 
the agent, and in the absence of any agreement such amount as is reasonable, and less the Fees that are payable by the vendor 
that were incurred by the agent on behalf of the vendor in relation to the sale of the livestock.

 (b) In the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it direct to the vendor then the agent has no liability to the vendor for the 
amount of such payment. Further, if the agent pays the vendor any amount which the buyer also pays direct to the vendor in 
respect of the same livestock, then the vendor must repay the agent that amount and the agent may debit that amount to an 
account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

 (c) Regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the agent may, but is not under obligation so to do, instead of deducting 
payments owed to it by the vendor, debit the amount of the commission and fees to an account held in the name of the vendor 
by the agent.

25. (a) The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the purpose of selling the livestock comprised in the lots. The 
terms of engagement between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to the provision of advice by the auctioneer to the 
vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards and the surrounding environments.

CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY
1. (a) A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock for sale by auction.
 (b) An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and conditions by conducting an auction sale.
 (c) A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.
 (d) Competition and Consumer Act (Cth) 2010
  It is unlawful for parties that are, or otherwise would be, in competition with each other to make, or give effect to, a contract, 

arrangement or understanding that contains a provision relating to:
  i. price-fixing; or
  ii. restricting outputs in the production and supply chain; or
  iii. allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or
  iv. bid-rigging; or
  v. collusive bidding.
  Large fines and other sanctions may be imposed for unlawful conduct.
2. (a) In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor respectively includes the servants, contractors and agents 

of each of them. The auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor shall be wholly responsible for the acts and omissions of their 
respective servants, contractors and agents. The term “auctioneer” includes, so far as the law and context permits, the vendor’s 
agent.

 (b) When used in these terms the expressions “companion animals” means all animals originating from the same property on 
a particular day. Where lots are split and sent to multiple establishments, then all of these animals shall be regarded as 
companions.

3. The following applies in interpreting these terms and conditions:
 (a) The following words have the following meanings:
  Fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other expenses incurred or relating to these terms and conditions and the sale 

and purchase of livestock including, without limitation, transaction levies, yard and weigh dues, cartage, advertising and 
rebates, and whether paid for, or incurred, by the agent;

  Livestock means animals auctioned pursuant to these terms and conditions; and
  Price means the amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer referred to in clause 7 of these terms and conditions
  (i) plus any Fees and other expenses incurred in relation to the purchase of livestock that are payable by the buyer; and
  (ii) plus any GST added in accordance with clause 12.
 (b) These terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in the State in which the auction is conducted and in the 

event of any conflict then the legislation or regulation will prevail. The provisions of these terms and conditions are in addition 
to, and do not derogate from, the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set out in legislation and regulation in the 
State in which the auction is conducted.

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE
4. Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of the vendor to withdraw any lot without declaring 

the reserve, the highest bidder shall be the buyer.
5. The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right is notified prior to the commencement of the sale and 

is subject to State law.
6. A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer unless, in accordance with clause 8, the auctioneer decides to put the 

lot up again.
7. Prior to the fall of the hammer the auctioneer shall announce the last bid and receive any further bids. The last price called by the 

auctioneer at the fall of the hammer shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.
8. In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbitrator of the successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide to put the 

lot up again. The auctioneer’s decision is final.
9. The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion, is not in the best interest of the vendor and need not 

give reasons for doing so.
10. A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder has given to the auctioneer a copy of written authority 

to bid for or on behalf of another person.
11. The successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give to the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer:
 (a) the purchaser’s name; or
 (b) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or
 (c) the name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was made; and
 (d) the Property Identification Code (known as the “PIC”) of destination.
12. The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added 

after the fall of the hammer for those sales subject to GST.
13.  The vendor warrants;
 (a) That the vendor has (or will have) the right to sell the livestock at the time of delivery; and
 (b) That the purchaser will obtain title on completion of the purchaser’s obligations under this contract including payment.
14. If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which includes the requirements of State law, any livestock 

knocked down to that buyer may be re-sold by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and manner the auctioneer 
decides. The re-sale may be with or without notice and shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is responsible for all loss and expense 
arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any resulting profit.

15. The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price in immediate funds on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment 
is required prior to delivery unless some other time for payment is specified in an agreement between the buyer and the auctioneer that 
was made before the fall of the hammer. If, before delivery, payment has not been made then clauses 20 to 23 apply.

16. No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person has made arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer 
for payment for livestock purchased. If bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently accepted, delivery shall not be given until the 
purchase money is paid and any law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly negatived as far as possible.

17. (a) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.
 (b) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer immediately after 

weighing.
 (c) All livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.
18. (a) Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.
 (b) The time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer and ending at the first of:
  (i) delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;
  (ii) departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or
  (iii) one hour after the last animal is:
   a. in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or
   b. in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.
 (c) During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is lame, blind or diseased where that condition existed 

prior to the fall of the hammer but could not be reasonably observed when the animal was in the selling pen.

LIVESTOCK AUCTION 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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WANDOAN AIRSTRIP
Position: 1km north of Wandoan Township
Coordinants: S26 degrees 06mins 54secs
 E149 degrees 57 mins 11.7 secs
Strip Direction: 050 degrees / 230
Strip Length: Approx 600 metres
Surface: Grass - slopes uphill towards the west, 
 approx 2 degrees.  Not all weather.
Alternative: Taroom/Wandoan Aerodrome located approx 35km north of Wandoan.   
 Full details are available in ERSA - all weather/lighting.  NDB & VOR.

DIRECTIONS (b) The vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply with their several duties under the Australian Animal Welfare Standards 
and Guidelines for the Land Transport of Livestock and further to consign, manage, receive, transport and handle livestock in 
accordance with any other or additional requirements of animal welfare legislation specific to the jurisdiction in which livestock 
are consigned, managed, received, transported and handled in the course of the auction process.

CHAPTER THREE - VENDOR WARRANTY FOR CORRECT PRESENTATION AND DECLARATION
26. This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the 

slaughterer and the livestock are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter 
does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells the livestock to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person who pays 
the AMPC Processor levy.

27. The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered for sale at auction:
 (a) pass government and other regulatory authority requirements and inspections at the time of slaughter;.
 (b) are of merchantable quality;
 (c) carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;
 (d) in the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale catalogue that the livestock have particular characteristics 

or are fit for a particular purpose or market, and such representations are based on information in any document, the livestock 
will have those characteristics or will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and

 (e) all information in any document provided by the vendor is true, complete and correct in all material respects.
28. In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty and provided such breach is notified by the buyer to the agent by 

5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer then the buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price of such of the vendor’s 
livestock to which the breach applies.

29. However if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected outright but are instead downgraded then the buyer 
will pay the value of the livestock at their next highest and best use.

30. In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty then the vendor will also be liable to the buyer for any further losses 
which the buyer might establish but the buyer will take all reasonable steps in co-operation with the agent and vendor to mitigate 
both the effect of the breach and the amount of any loss.

31. Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, or foreign material contamination and provided such test is 
certified and notified as required by these vendor warranty terms, then:

 (a) the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock in that lot only; or
 (b) the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, of collecting the companion animals, if allowed by law; or of having the 

livestock slaughtered in which event the risk of further condemnations will be that of the vendor. Where product integrity is 
potentially jeopardised, the Processor has the right to refuse slaughter and send the livestock back to the consigning property 
at the vendor’s cost.

32. The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor’s warranty arising out of:
 (a) any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the NVD completed by the vendor to the pre-sale catalogue 

or the buyers post-sale summary;
 (b) any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any breach by the vendor of the warranty of the vendor if 

the buyer establishes that the agent knew of such breach prior to the sale; and
 (c) any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior to bidding, or disclose in the pre-sale catalogue, that the vendor has failed to 

provide a NVD that is complete in all material aspects.
CHAPTER FOUR - OWNERS RISK FOR CONDITION OF CATTLE
33. This chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the 

slaughterer and the cattle are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter 
does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person who pays the 
AMPC Processor levy.

34. Owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide slaughter cattle for sale that are fit for human consumption. Cattle are 
fit for human consumption if they are not condemned as unfit by government. Owners risk applies if the condemnation is due to a 
condition in the animal which the buyer establishes, by the relevant government certificate, existed prior to the fall of the hammer.

35. A buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not liable to pay the Price of that animal to the vendor. The buyer remains 
nevertheless liable for all costs incurred after the fall of the hammer in transport, slaughter, testing and disposal of the animal.

36. Owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to which this chapter applies if all of the following are satisfied:
 (a) a certificate is issued by government which states the relevant NLIS RFID tag number and PIC, the date of the certificate, the 

reason for condemnation and that the reason for condemnation existed prior to the fall of the hammer;
 (b) the certificate is received by the selling agent either in its original form or by fax or electronic communication in the form of 

data, text or imaging by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer; and
 (c) if the condemnation is due to chemical residue the certificate follows testing in a government approved laboratory which 

establishes maximum residue limits in excess of the Australian limit.
37. Owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the cattle, if the reason for condemnation is any of bruising, fever, partial 

condemnation or emaciation.
CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY LEGISLATION
NSW Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings
Penalties for collusive practices. It is an offence against the Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 for a person to do any of the 
following as a result of a collusive practice, or to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive practice to do any of the 
following:
(i) to abstain from bidding; or
(ii) to bid to a limited extent only; or
(iii) to do any other act that might prevent free and open competition.
Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices.
The auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer clearly and precisely announces that fact prior 
to the sale.
Tasmania Legislation. An auctioneer conducting a public auction must not appear to acknowledge the making of a bid if no bid was 
made. A person must not participate in collusive practices by way of making or receiving an unlawful promise to abstain from bidding, 
not to bid except to a limited extent or do any other thing which may prevent free and open competition.
WA Auction Sales Act 1973 s31 NOTICE.
It is an offence to:
(i) induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain from bidding by means of a promise, expressed or implied, that the other person  
 will have the right to elect to take over as buyer or to toss or draw lots to establish who is to become the owner;
(ii) abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such a promise;
(iii) knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the auctioneer’s record any name other than that of the actual successful bidder;
(iv) enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer other than that of the actual successful bidder; or
(v) in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as to the name of the buyer to the auctioneer or to any person, firm or  
 corporation on whose behalf the sale is conducted.
The vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the auctioneer have the right to make no more than three bids.

© FEBRUARY 2017 Australian Livestock & Property Agents Association Limited All rights reserved.
Unauthorised reproduction in whole or in part is an infringement of copyright.
These Livestock Auction Terms & Conditions of Sale are provided to ALPA members as recommended terms and conditions only.
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Vendors sincerely thank all buyers,  
underbidders, auctioneers and agents 

for your support of our 2020 sale.

 We wish you a safe journey home and look forward  
to seeing you at our 2021 sale.

NAME ..............................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS ......................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................. POSTCODE ...........................

PHONE ............................................................. MOBILE ........................................................

EMAIL ..............................................................................................................................................

NLIS PIC .........................................................................................................................................

LOT NO/S PURCHASED .......................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................  TOTAL LOTS .........................

DELIVERY ......................................................................................................................................

CARRIER ARRANGED BY BUYER ....................................................................................

PICK UP TIME ..............................................  DATE ..............................................................

PHONE ............................................................  

SALE AGENT TO ARRANGE COURIER    YES ...........................................................

INSURE FOR (STATE PERIOD) .................................................................   YES     NO

INVOICE TO AGENT.................................................  BRANCH .......................................

SIGNATURE OF BUYER .........................................................................................................

REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED YES NO

IF YES, NAME AND ADDRESS FOR THE TRANSFER STATION

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

THE BUYER’S INSTRUCTION SHEET MUST BE COMPLETED IN FULL
AND SIGNED BY THE BUYER OR THEIR AUTHORISED AGENT

H 2020 SALE RESULTS H

Classified S No. Offered ..........................................

 No. Sold ................................................

 Gross ......................................................

 Average .................................................

 TOP PRICE ...........................................

Commercial No. Offered ..........................................

 No. Sold ................................................

 Gross ......................................................

 Average .................................................

 TOP PRICE ...........................................

TOTAL  .................................................................
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WANDOAN
N U T R I E N  A G  S O L U T I O N S ®

Dane Pearce 

Branch Manager                        0439 917 428

Joe Keppel 
Livestock/ Real Estate                        0427 274 299

Lauren Emmerton  
Merchandise Sales & Administration                0408 962 992

NutrienAgSolutions.com.au

At Nutrien Ag Solutions, we’re commited to provide 
you with the service and expertise you deserve and 
to deliver a diverse range of products and services at 
the best possible value. We work hard to know your 
business and endeavour to help you grow it.

For friendly and professional advice in:

• Livestock • Merchandise • Finance

• Real Estate • Insurance

Call our office on  07 46 274 433
22 Zupp Road, Wandoan

Call your local specialist today:

WHERE IT ALL 
COMES TOGETHER
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If unclaim
ed return to 

Nutrien, 22 Zupps Road 
W

andoan  QLD  4419

2019 TOP PRICE BULL
JAM

ALLY PHOENIX
Sold for $10,000 to GnM

 Trust


